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Introducing a new addition to this captivating series dedicated to the mega topic in fashion: colours

The exquisite design and luxurious feel transform the coffee-table book into a fashion icon itself

The ultimate gift and takeaway item for anyone passionate about fashion

Be inspired by captivating fashion photography showcasing runway creations, street styles, monochromatic looks, colour combinations,

accessories, and iconic outfits. Accompanying these inspiring images are concise texts that delve into the history and evolution of colour

in fashion, revealing fascinating stories from the fashion world.

This illustrated book series presents the mega theme of colours in fashion in a fresh and innovative manner. The unique blend of

inspiring fashion photography and engaging narratives makes these books a must-have for fashion enthusiasts. With their stylish design

and luxurious feel, these illustrated books become coveted fashion icons in their own right.

Whether as the ultimate gift or as stylish fashion icons for the coffee table or bookshelf, these books epitomise impeccable style.

Heide Christiansen is a master of capturing the ideal visual representation for every story. With expertise as a photo editor,

producer, and freelance art buyer, she specialises in fashion, beauty, and lifestyle photography. Throughout her career, Heide has

collaborated with various publishers and advertising agencies, including Condé Nast for esteemed publications such as GQ, GQ Style,

Glamour, Myself, and Douglas magazine. Martin Fraas graduated from the prestigious Henri Nannen School of Journalism in Hamburg.

With a specialisation in lifestyle and fashion, he has worked for renowned magazines like InStyle, Cosmopolitan, ELLE, Gala, and BUNTE.

Martin has authored numerous books in addition to his successful career in journalism.
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